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Abstract: We present a new equivalence result between restricted b-factors in bipartite

graphs and combinatorial t-designs. This result is useful in the construction of t-designs by

polyhedral methods. We propose a novel linear integer programming formulation, which we

call GDP, for the problem of finding t-designs that has a noteworthy advantage compared to the

traditional set-covering formulation. We analyze some polyhedral properties of GPD,

implement a branch-and-cut algorithm using it and solve several instances of small designs

to compare with another point-block formulation found in the literature. # 2006 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc. J Combin Designs 14: 169–182, 2006

Keywords: combinatorial t-designs; integer programming; bipartite graphs; polyhedral

combinatorics; branch-and-cut

1. INTRODUCTION

A b-factor is a special case of the general matching problem in a graph. It involves
choosing a subset of edges of the graph, subject to degree equality constraints on the
vertices, and allowing each edge to be chosen no more than once. The term restricted
refers to the requirement that the b-factor be free from certain induced subgraphs. For
example, k-restricted 2-factor consists of finding, in a complete graph Kn, a 2-factor
with no cycles of length k or less. The polyhedron associated with the case k ¼ 3, the
triangle-free 2-factor problem, was studied by Cornuéjols and Pulleyblank [8]
because of its relation to the travelling salesman problem. Cunningham and Wang [9]
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pointed out that the k-restricted 2-factor problem in Kn is equivalent to the symmetric
travelling salesman problem when n=2 � k � n� 1. The case k = 4, the square-free
2-factor problem was studied by Hartvigsen [12] for bipartite graphs.

A t-design, denoted t-(v; k; �) design, is an incidence structure with the properties
that there are v points; every block is incident with k points; and any t points are
incident with � blocks. From the definition, it is clear that a t-design satisfies some
strict properties of size, balance, and replication. This highly structured system
provides optimal solutions to a variety of problems in computer science [6], like
error-correcting codes [27,28], cryptography [23,25], and network interconnection
[3,4], to mention a few. Special cases of t-designs include block designs, Steiner
systems, triple and quadruple systems, projective geometries, affine geometries, and
Hadamard designs. The main problem in t-designs is the question of existence and
the construction of those solutions, given admissible parameters (discussed later). For
example, the construction of a 6-(v,k,1) design (smallest t for unknown Steiner
systems) remains one of the outstanding open problems in the study of t-designs [11].

On the subject of polyhedral methods for solving b-factor problems, there exist
linear-programming descriptions as well as results on polynomial time solvability [7].
However, the additional constraints of the restricted b-factor problem, as its relation
to the travelling salesman problem suggests, make the problem much harder to solve.
In fact, Papadimitriou (see [8]) proved that deciding if a graph has a 2-factor with no
cycle of length k ¼ 5 or less is NP-complete.

The construction of designs by polyhedral methods has been studied by Moura
[19–21], Margot [16,17], indirectly by Mannino and Sassano [15], and recently by
Arámbula [1]. The most natural integer programming formulation used for the
problem of finding a t-design is a set-packing or set-covering type of formulation.
This formulation for a t-(v; k; �) design, has as many variables as the number of
subsets of size k out of v points, that is v

k

� �
variables. The number of constraints is v

t

� �
.

This way to represent a t-design is known as tk-incidence representation. Another
way to represent a t-design is the point-block incidence representation that will be
defined later. An integer programming formulation for the special case of 2-designs
that uses the point-block representation is mentioned by Moura [20]. This
formulation is called QDP and has quadratic constraints that could be generalized
to constraints of order t for handling t-designs. According to Moura [20], Wengrzik
proposed and studied a cutting-plane algorithm on a linearized version of the
quadratic constraints of QDP called LDP for the case of 2-designs.

We contribute by showing that the problem of finding a combinatorial t-design is
equivalent to the problem of finding a biclique-free b-factor in a complete bipartite
graph. This equivalence results leads to a novel integer programming formulation for the
problem of finding a t-design, which we call GDP. GDP uses the point-block incidence
matrix representation of a t-design. The point-block matrix was also the one used by
Wengrzik (see [20]) for LDP; the two formulations differ on a number of constraints.

In the literature, most of the effort to date in establishing existence results has been
invested basically in triple systems 2-(v; 3; �Þ, quadruple systems 3-(v; 4; �), and
Steiner systems t-(v; k; 1). Only a few polyhedral studies have been pursued, and
those for specific cases of the problem. GDP has a remarkable advantage compared to
the set-covering or set-packing formulation that it can handle t-designs with any
number of repeated blocks without the need of changing the binary variables into
general integer variables. GDP has also the advantage of not requiring quadratic or
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non-linear constraints as another formulations reported in the literature. Other
advantage of GDP is that it is a result of a problem equivalence. The number of
variables in GDP is the smallest among all models, but the number of constraints is
very large. However, it is suitable for a branch-and-cut approach.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some definitions from
graph theory, the formal definition of a t-design, and some theorems from design
theory. In Section 3, we state the equivalence result and its proof. In Section 4, we
present the integer programming formulation GDP, give some remarks on the
polyhedron associated with the relaxation of GDP including its dimension. Finally, in
Section 5 we describe the implementation of a branch-and-cut algorithm on GDP,
including computational results comparing generalized LPD and GDP for some test
instances.

2. PRELIMINARIES

For the purpose of this manuscript we will assume that all graphs are simple and
undirected. The reader is referred to an excellent book by Diestel [10] for unfamiliar
terms not defined in this section.

Definition 2.1. For a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ and A � V, a cut �ðAÞ of G is a set defined
as �ðAÞ ¼ fe 2 E : e has an end in A and an end in VnAg. For a single vertex
v 2 V, the cardinality of its cut j�ðvÞj, is called degree of the vertex v.

Definition 2.2. A graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ is called complete if all the vertices of G are
pairwise adjacent.

Definition 2.3. For a graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ and U � V, the induced subgraph, denoted
G½U�, is the graph on U whose edges are precisely the edges of G with both ends in
U.

The general matching problem, integer b-matching, in a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ involve
choosing a subset of edges, subject to degree constraints on the vertices and allowing
each edge to be chosen a non-negative integer number of times [22]. The special case
where each edge is chosen no more than once (0–1 b-matching) and each of the
degree constraints holds at equality (perfect 0–1 b-matching) is also called b-factor.

Definition 2.4. Given a graph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ and numbers b : VðGÞ ! N, a b-factor
is a subset of edges M � E with the property that each vertex v in the subgraph
GðMÞ ¼ ðV ;MÞ is met by exactly bðvÞ edges.

We focus our attention on bipartite graphs. A graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ is called bipartite
is V admits a partition in two classes such that every edge has its ends in different
classes.

Definition 2.5. A biclique is a complete bipartite graph, denoted Kp;q, where p is the
number of vertices in one class and q the number of vertices in the other class. Trivial
biclique graphs of the form Kp;1 or K1;q are called stars.

The formal definition of a t-design is as follows:

Definition 2.6 [14]. A t-ðv; b; r; k; �Þ design, or t-design, is a pair ðX;BÞ where B is
a collection of b sets (called blocks) each of size k from the ground set X of v elements
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(called points), such that every point occurs r times, and every subset of t points of X
occurs exactly � times in B ðt; v; b; r; k; � 2 Zþ, t < k < v, � > 0Þ.

Usually, an instance of a t-design is defined giving only the parameters t-(v; k; �Þ
since b and r can be computed from the other parameters using the following
theorem:

Theorem 2.7 [2,5,26]. If ðX;BÞ is a t-ðv; k; �Þ design and S is any s-element subset
of X, with 0 � s � t, then the number of blocks containing S is given by

�s ¼ jfB 2 Bg : S � Bgj ¼
� v�s

t�s

� �
k�s
t�s

� � ; 0 � s � t: ð1Þ

In particular, b ¼ �0, r ¼ �1, � ¼ �t. Since �s in equation (1) needs to be an
integer, only the values of v, k, and � that make �s integer for all 0 � s � t are
admissible parameters for a t-design. Other remark about the admissible parameters
is that without loss of generality one can consider only t-(v; k; �) designs with
t < k < v=2 because the design on the supplement of B, B0 ¼ fX n B : B 2 Bg is a
t-(v; v � k; �0) design where �0 ¼ � v�t

k

� �
= v�t

k�t

� �
[14]. For the rest of this paper these

will be the assumptions on the admissible parameters.

From Theorem 2.7, we have the following,

Corollary 2.8 [26]. A t-design is also a s-design for 0 � s � t.

The incidence structure associated with a t-design can be represented by a matrix.
In the literature, two types of matrix representations are used the most. One is called
the tk-incidence matrix and the other is called the point-block incidence matrix. In
this work, we focus on the later, which is defined as follows:

Definition 2.9. The point-block incidence matrix, D, associated with a t-ðv; k; �Þ
design with b blocks is a ð0–1Þ matrix of v rows and b columns. The elements of D
are dij ¼ 1 if the point i is included in the block j; 0 otherwise.

The representation of a t-design that will be used in the equivalence and later in
the new formulation is the point-block incidence matrix.

3. EQUIVALENCE RESULT

In our work, given natural numbers r and k, we consider only b-factors in a complete
bipartite graph G ¼ ðL [ R;EÞ with b : VðGÞ ! fr; kg defined as,

bðvÞ ¼ r; if v 2 L

k; if v 2 R

�
ð2Þ

We call this a fr; kg-factor in a bipartite graph. The forbidden subgraphs will be
some bicliques. We study the relation of this biclique-free b-factor problem to t-
designs. Our equivalence result is the following:

Theorem 3.1. Given admissible parameters t, v, k, �, b, r, a t-(v,k,�) design with b
blocks and point replication r is equivalent to a Kt;�þ1-free fr,kg-factor in a complete
bipartite graph Kv;b.
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Proof. Let T be the set of t-designs with given parameters (v,k,�,b,r) and let F be
the set of Kt;�þ1-free (r,k)-factors on a complete bipartite graph Kv;b. We will show
T ¼ F .

First, we need to show T � F, which is straightforward. For any T 2 T , a t-design
by definition is an incidence structure D ¼ ðX;B; IÞ. Construct a bipartite graph
G ¼ ðL [ R;EÞ as follows: create one vertex in L corresponding to every element in
X, and one vertex in R corresponding to every element in B. Create an edge e 2 EðGÞ
if ðx;BÞ 2 I for any x 2 X, B 2 B (see Figures 1 and 2 for a particular example). The
definition of a t-design implies that the degree of every vertex v 2 L is equal to r, and
that the degree of every vertex v 2 R is equal to k. Then, it corresponds to a fr; kg-
factor on the bipartite graph G. Call this factor M. Also by definition of a t-design,
every t-subset of points appears in exactly � blocks. Taking a subset of edges A � M
corresponding to the induced subgraph of any t different points and any �þ 1
different blocks from the t-design, the t-balanced property of a t-design implies that
jAj � tð�þ 1Þ � 1, therefore the factor M is also biclique Kt;�þ1-free.

Now, we need to show F � T . For any F 2 F, the restriction to be a fr; kg-regular
graph makes it satisfy the point replication and block size conditions of a t-design.
We call the subset of vertices in VðFÞ that have degree r, points, and those that have
degree k, blocks. Let L be the set of points and R be the set of blocks in the factor
F ¼ GðL [ R;EÞ. The restriction for F to be Kt;�þ1-free clearly prohibits any t-set of
points to be incident to more than � blocks. Thus, to complete the proof we need to
show that any t-set of points is incident to exactly � blocks. This is done by induction
on t.

When t ¼ 1 this true since �1 ¼ r. Thus, we may assume the claim is true when
t � � where � � 1. Let t ¼ �þ 1. Pick a vertex u 2 L and consider the subgraph H
induced by ðL n fugÞ [ NðuÞ (i.e., H ¼ F½ðL n fugÞ [ NðuÞ�).

We claim that H is a f�2; k � 1g-factor. To see that, suppose H is not a
f�2; k � 1g-factor. By the construction of H, every vertex of NðuÞ has degree k � 1 in
H. Thus, there must exist a vertex w with degree greater than �2 since
�2ðv � 1Þ ¼ rðk � 1Þ. Thus, F contains a K2;�2þ1. Let Q denote NðuÞ \ NðwÞ in F.
Also, for a vertex v 2 Q, v has k � 2 edges to choose t � 2 vertices other than u and w
to form a t-set that includes u and w. However, by the pigeon-hole principle there
exists a ðt � 2Þ-set from L (excluding u and w) that is adjacent to at least c members
of Q where c ¼ dðjQj k�2

t�2

� �
= v�2

t�2

� �
e. Since jQj � �2 þ 1, c � �þ 1 which is a

contradiction.

FIGURE 1. A t-design 2-(9,3,1) represented by point-block incidence matrix.
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Then H is a f�2; k � 1g-factor that is Kt�1;�þ1-free. By induction, H is equivalent
to a (t � 1)-(v � 1, k � 1, �) design. Thus, every ðt � 1Þ-subset of VðHÞ is incident to
exactly � blocks in H, which implies that every t-subset of L that includes u is
incident to exactly � blocks in F. Since u was chosen arbitrarily, any t-set of points is
incident to exactly � blocks and the proof is complete. &

Note that if we translate the graph theoretical statements into design statements,
this result parallels the fact that a t-(v; k; �) packing with b ¼ � v

t

� �
= k

t

� �
blocks is

equivalent to a t-(v; k; �) design.
This equivalence result will be used to propose a new integer programming

formulation for t-design problems, that will be useful in constructing solutions for these
problems by polyhedral methods. The equivalence result also has the following corollary.

Corollary 3.2. Given admissible parameters t, v, k, �, b, r, if the bipartite graph
G ¼ ðL [ E;EÞ where jLj ¼ v and jRj ¼ b is a Kt;�þ1-free r; k-factor then G is also
Ks;�sþ1-free for 0 � s � t.

4. GDP: NOVEL INTEGER PROGRAMMING FORMULATION

For our integer linear programming formulation for t-designs, we use the following
notation:

FIGURE 2. A biclique K2;2-free f4; 3g-factor in a bipartite graph K9;12.
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Notation 4.1. For a graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ and M � EðGÞ, xðMÞ ¼
P

e2M xe.

Let x be an incidence vector of a t-design using the point-block representation. Then
x 2 f0; 1gvb, where v is the number of points and b is the number of blocks in the design.

Let G ¼ ðV;EÞ ¼ Kv;b be a complete bipartite graph with its vertices partitioned
into two disjoint sets X and Y , where jXj ¼ v and jY j ¼ b. Since Kv;b is a complete
graph, the number of edges is jEj ¼ vb.

We can establish a one-to-one relationship between the elements of E and the
incidence vector x. Simply index every element of x with every edge of E and denote
them xe. These will be the decision variables of the formulation.

Let K be the set of all induced subgraphs K ¼ G½T [ Q� in G ¼ ðX [ Y ;EÞ, where
T � X, Q � Y , jT j ¼ t, jQj ¼ �þ 1. The formulation GDP is finding a maximum
cardinality subset of edges of E, such that:

The point star constraints are for biclique subgraphs of the type K1;b and ensure
that every point appears r times in all the blocks of the design. The block star
constraints are for biclique subgraphs of the type Kv;1 and ensure that every block in
the design is comprised of k points. The biclique inequalities ensure the t-balanced
property of the design, that is, that every t-set of points appears together in exactly �
blocks of the design. Note that in the trivial case of t ¼ 1 the biclique constraints
become redundant with the point-star constraints. This reduces to a b-factor problem in
bipartite graph for which efficient solution methods exist as mentioned in Section 1.

For the rest of this section, we will analyze the polyhedral aspects of GDP
considering the linear programming relaxation of it. That is, the problem GDP in
which xe 2 f0; 1g is substituted by 0 � xe � 1, that will be called GDPR.

We will analyze the polyhedron associated with GDPR as the intersection of an
integral polyhedron with a non-integral polyhedron and show that it is not full-
dimensional.

The polyhedron PGDPR is a bounded polyhedron (polytope) that can be written of
the form:

PGDPR ¼ fx � 0 : Ax � dg ð3Þ

For simplicity of notation, let u ¼ tð�þ 1Þ � 1. The constraint matrix A and the
right-hand side vector d can be written partitioned as follows:

PGDPR ¼ fx � 0 :

A0

�A0

A00

�A00

A000

Ivb

2
6666664

3
7777775
x �

r

�r

k

�k

u

1

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA
g ð4Þ

maximize x ðEÞ
s:t: xð�ðvÞÞ ¼ r; v 2 X ðpoint-star constraintsÞ

xð�ðvÞÞ ¼ k; v 2 Y ðblock-star constraintsÞ ðGDPÞ
xðEðKÞÞ � tð�þ 1Þ � 1; K 2 K ðbiclique constraintsÞ
xe 2 f0; 1g; e 2 E
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where A0 is a v � vb matrix given by,

A0 ¼

1T 0 . . . 0

0 1T . . . 0

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

0 0 . . . 1T

2
664

3
775 ð5Þ

A00 is a b� vb matrix given by,

A00 ¼ Ib Ib Ib . . . Ib½ � ð6Þ

and Ib is the identity matrix of size b. A000 is a v
t

� �
b

�þ1

� �
� vb matrix that represents all

the subgraphs induced by all ft; �þ 1g-bicliques.
Another way to view PGDPR is as the intersection of two polyhedra, one with a

special property. Let Pbiclique be the polyhedron associated with the biclique cons-
traints and Pstar the polyhedron associated with the star constraints. That is,

Pstar ¼ fx � 0 : A0x � r;�A0x � �r;A00x � k;�A00x � �kg

and

Pbiclique ¼ fx � 0 : A000x � ug

Definition 4.1. A matrix A is totally unimodular if each subdeterminant of A is 0,
þ1 or �1.

It is a well known result from Hoffman and Kruskal (see [7,13,24]) that a
polyhedron of the form Equation (3) is integral for each integral right-hand side
vector d if only if A is totally unimodular. Pstar is an integral polyhedron since
A0;�A0;½ A00;�A00�T is a totally unimodular matrix (see matrix representation
Equations (5) and (6)), and the right-hand side vector is an integral vector by
definition of parameters r and k. Moreover, the polyhedron Pstarð0�1Þ including the
upper bound on the variables

Pstarð0�1Þ ¼ fx 2 Pstar : x � 1g

is also integral due to the fact that also the matrix A0 � A0 A00 � A00 I½ �T is totally
unimodular.

Then another representation for the linear programming relaxation of GDP is

PGDPR ¼ Pstarð0�1Þ \ Pbiclique ð7Þ

which is the intersection of an integral polyhedron with a non-integral polyhedron.
By definition, the dimension of a polyhedron P � Rn, denoted dim(P) is one less

than the maximum cardinality of an affinely-independent set X � P (see [7]). So, to
show that dim(PÞ ¼ n, it suffices to find nþ 1 affinely-independent points in P.

Proposition 4.2. The polytope Pbiclique is full dimensional.

Proof. Let xi ¼ ð0; . . . ; 1; . . . ; 0Þ be an n-dimensional vector with a one in the ith
position and zero elsewhere. Then, the nþ 1 points x1; . . . ; xn; 0 satisfy the biclique
inequalities and are affinely-independent. &
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Another way to obtain the dimension of a polyhedron in n variables is by
computing n minus the rank of the matrix of implicit equalities A¼. A polyhedron is
thus full-dimensional if and only if there are no implicit equalities. In our case, the
star constraints are clearly implicit equalities in PGDPR . To show that the biclique
constraints are not implicit inequalities for non-trivial cases (i.e., t > 1) given
admissible parameters take x ¼ ðk=v; :::; k=vÞ. The left-hand side of any biclique
inequality for this x is LHS ¼ ðk=vÞtð�þ 1Þ. Given the assumptions on admissible
parameters that v > 2k and � � 1, we get

LHS <
tð�þ 1Þ

2
¼ tð�þ 1Þ � tð�þ 1Þ

2
< tð�þ 1Þ � 1

so the biclique inequalities are strict. Then the dimension of PGDPR is equal to vb
minus the rank of the matrix A¼, where v is the number of points in the design, b is
the number of blocks in the design and A¼ is the matrix corresponding to the star
inequalities. We conclude this section with the following result:

Proposition 4.3. The dimension of the polytope associated with the linear prog-
ramming relaxation of GDP is equal to:

dimðPGDPRÞ ¼ vb� ðv þ b� 1Þ

Proof. We need to show that the rank of A¼ is v þ b� 1. Recall that A¼ is
partitioned in two sets of rows, the point-star inequalities and the block-star
inequalities. It is not difficult to see from the matrix representation Equations (5) and
(6) that the rows within these two classes are linearly independent. However, the sum
of the point-star rows can be obtained by the sum of the block-star rows. Therefore,
A¼ is not full row rank, but number of rows minus one. &

5. BRANCH-AND-CUT IMPLEMENTATION AND
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Since our formulation is similar to LDP of Wengrzik (given below for general t) in
the sense that both use the point-block incidence representation, our computational
results consist of comparing GDP to LDP for a class of t-designs.

maximize xðEÞ
s:t: xð�ðvÞÞ ¼ k; v 2 YPb

l¼1 yTl ¼ �; 8t-sets T
yTl � xil � 0; 8i 2 T ; 1 � l � b; 8t-sets TP

i2T xil � yTl � t � 1; 8t-setsT ; 1�l � b

xe; e 2 E; yTl 2 f0; 1g; 8t-sets T ; 1 � l � b

ðLDPgenÞ

We implemented a simple branch-and-cut algorithm for the two formulations
programmed in C++ and utilizing the CPLEX 8.1 callable library where CPLEX was
only used to solve LP formulations. All computations were conducted on a 500 MHz
Origin 3800. We utilized a warm start for both formulations as suggested by a referee
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for fixing variables which consists of fixing the edges of the first point and the edges
of all blocks passing through a (t � 1)-set including the first point plus one additional
block when � ¼ 1; and fixing the edges of one block plus the edges of the first two
points when � > 1. In addition, since the edges of the first point are known for any �,
we added the equations that forces any point other than the first point to be adjacent
to only �2 of the blocks that are fixed to be adjacent to the first point (similar to the
construction of H in Theorem 3.1).

The details of the branch-and-cut algorithm are as follows:

� the GDP initial formulation for the root branch node consists of the point-star
constraints, the block-star constraints, and the warm start equations;

� the LDP initial formulation for the root branch node consists of the block-star
constraints, the addition of the

Pb
l¼1 yTl ¼ � constraints, and the warm start

equations;
� a cut leaves the formulation once its slack value is greater than or equal to one;
� branch nodes are kept in a priority queue such that the branch node bn with the

largest number of edge decision variables equal to one in the known solution to
its relaxation is visited first;

� at a branch node, we only add cuts that are violated by at least 0.25 until there
are no such constraints to add;

� at a branch node, once a cut is found, the new formulation is re-optimized;
� the branching variable is the edge decision variable whose value is closest to 0.5

Additionally for GDP, we visit every t-set (enumeration) and sort the blocks according
to their total sum of the values of their edges incident to the t-set. If �þ 1 blocks whose
total weight violates the tð�þ 1Þ � 1 bound by 0.25 is found, then the corresponding
biclique inequality is added to the formulation and we re-optimize the formulation. We
use a similar enumeration algorithm to find violated inequalities for LDP.

The instances are small t-designs from Mathon and Rosa [18], and t-designs from
Moura [19] where t � 3. We also compared the two formulations as v grows fixing t,
k, and � (Table I and II), as � grows fixing k and v (Table III), and for different values
of t (Table IV). All computations are offered in the following tables where ‘‘bnodes’’
denotes the number of branch nodes other than the root that were created during the
search. Also, ‘‘cuts’’ specifies the total number of cuts generated during the search
and computational times are given in seconds ‘‘sec’’ with a 7200 seconds time limit.
In addition, the ‘‘found?’’column details if a design was found for the particular
parameters and method.

From Tables I, II, III, and IV, GDP outperformed LDP for most cases. For
example, LDP could find the design for 2-(21,5,1) in about 1000 seconds compared to
GDP, which took no more than 200 seconds.

Unfortunately, neither LDP nor GDP performed well for Steiner quadruple
systems. Thus, more research is needed to find relevant inequalities for these formu-
lations for those designs.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work gives a new polyhedral approach to t-designs, which is a result of a
problem equivalence we found with a graph problem. The resulting integer linear
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programming formulation has a remarkable advantage compared to the well, known
set-covering or set-packing formulation. GDP can handle t-designs with any number
of repeated blocks without the need of changing the binary variables into general
integer variables. We believe that this equivalence result may open the possibility of
further research such as a proof for the complexity of the problem that, to the best
of our knowledge, has not been reported in the literature.

TABLE II. Computational Results for 3-(v,4,1)

Table I. Computational Results for 2-(v,3,1)

TABLE III. Computational Results for Varying ll
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Our formulation GDP is a nice alternative over the two other existing formulations
since it has a small number of variables. On the other hand, the number of rows in our
formulation is very large, but it is suitable for a branch-and-cut approach, as the
computational results show. With our computational results we were able to replicate
solutions for some small-parameter designs and show that that GDP consistently
outperformed LDP for constructing these designs. GDP also establishes another
successful approach to link design theory with polyhedral combinatorics which may
lead to new results on polyhedral aspects of combinatorial designs that have not been
explored.

Future research directions include finding more efficient ways to solve the sepa-
ration problem and investigating the strength of the biclique inequalities. Another
avenue for research is to generate new classes of valid inequalities in order to find a
better approximation of the convex hull of combinatorial designs.
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